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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

• Deterministic Models cannot predict gait sufficiently [1]
• Noise is important for certain human movement strategies [2,3]
• Long term goal: predictive simulations of human movement using
stochastic dynamics.

Goals of this study:
Propose method to find an optimal trajectory in a stochastic
environment
1. Show that this method finds a different optimal trajectory in
a stochastic environment
2. Show that muscle co-contraction minimize effort in certain
tasks in a stochastic environment

METHODS
Proposed Stochastic Optimization Approach
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Task Constraints

• Dynamics constraints: Direct collocation with
backward Euler formulation
• Task constraint depends on problem
• Average over number of episodes
• Periodicity constraint
• Requires Feedback Control
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PENDULUM SWING-UP
Objective: average minimal torque
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Task constraints: average trajectory of all
episodes is a swing-up
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Theoretically, the
stochastic problem is
solved as the number of
episodes M goes to
infinity. This figure shows
that for this problem,
𝑀 = 20 is sufficient. The
mean and standard
deviation (solving
multiple instances of the
stochastic problem) are
no longer changing.
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Muscles
Two similar Hill-type muscles are used for goal 2:
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Pendulum

𝐹𝐶𝐸 = 𝑎 𝑢 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝐹𝐿 𝑙𝐶𝐸 𝑓𝐹𝑉 𝑙𝐶𝐸
with the following force-length and force-velocity relationships

Force-Length and Force-Velocity Relationships

Objective: maintain upright position
with minimal effort

The torque is the input:

Task constraint: periodic motion
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Optimal trajectories with increasing standard
deviation

Pendulum with
muscles
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Show that co-contraction
minimizes effort for certain tasks
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For each muscle:

𝑢𝑘 = 𝑢0,𝑘 + 𝐾𝑘 𝑥 > 0

A nonzero 𝑢0 in the muscles
means that there is cocontraction

Amount of co-contraction in the muscles for different standard deviation of
the noise and weight of the objective

Co-contraction requires less effort than only feedback in a task where the
aim is to keep the pendulum in an upright position.

The optimal trajectories
are plotted for different
magnitudes of the noise.
With increasing noise, the
swing-up occurs later. The
pendulum avoids spending
time in unstable postures
(𝜃 > 0), which would be
costly in a stochastic
environment.

CONCLUSIONS
Successful verification of the proposed approach to solve
predictive simulations in a stochastic environment:
• A different optimal trajectory was found in a stochastic
environment than in a deterministic environment
• Co-contraction minimizes effort in tasks where increasing
stiffness is less costly than compensating for errors

𝑇

Hill-Type Muscle

• Find required number of
episodes
• Optimize trajectory in
deterministic and
stochastic environment

Average objective as a function of the number of
episodes

Verification Using Pendulum
A one degree of freedom pendulum is used to verify the
proposed stochastic optimization method.

CO-CONTRACTION

Implementation of approach on predictive simulations of gait.
• Improve predictions of normal walking
• Explain co-contraction reported in transtibial amputee gait [4]

Typical Individual Result for 𝝈 = 𝟏 and 𝐖 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
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